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Dear Shareholder,

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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holding company level, we’ve earned $10,514M through 9/30/2019. Our book value per share was $45.91, which
is up 13.25% from a year ago.
As of 9/30/2019, our total assets were $958,525M, which represents an increase of $208,896M, or 27.9% from year
end. Of the growth, 16.5% related to loan growth with the remainder being cash and securities as deposit growth
bolstered the bank’s liquidity position. The bank has incurred some large loan payoffs as customers have sold
related collateral in what has been a solid residential and commercial real estate market. During the third quarter,
the Federal Reserve made two interest rate cuts, one in August and one in September. Thus far, our net interest
margin has remained relatively unchanged as our earning asset yield growth has offset the increase in the cost of
funds. However, we anticipate slight margin compression going forward. To combat this compression, we have
begun and will continue to reduce our cost of funds.
Our stock has officially opened on the OTCQX exchange. Our ticker symbol is MBLU. Further information is
contained in our letter to shareholders dated the same as this report from our holding company Chairman Roger
Miller. If you haven’t done so, please execute the necessary paperwork to convert your shares to book entry in
order to complete your certificate transfer. Janney was our sponsor for our debut on the OTCQX market and is the
current point of contact for stock transactions.
Thank you for your continued trust and commitment to Morris Bank.
Best Regards,

Spence Mullis, President & CEO

